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What Is New for 2012 Interactive Devices?
Technology enhancement has always been improving our standard of living as well as
quality of life. It has been quite a long time since we used traditional Whiteboard,
Transparency Projector and Computer in teaching and learning. Nowadays, there is no
doubt that Touch Technology has been widely adopted in every bit and piece of
our lives. In fact, by having a touch interactive device, not only can it increase the
concentration and participation of the audiences, one can also control the system and
applications through a single touch. Given that we are one of the market leaders in
education technology, we have observed the market trend and hereby proudly introducing
our latest interactive devices- LCD TouchTV, Interactive Table and BoardWiz Portable. We
believe that our latest series of interactive devices will definitely be able to meet different
needs and requirements.

LCD Touch TV
It is no longer a dream to own a LCD Touch Monitor with TV function. By having our
LCD Touch TV, you can simply operate your computer and TV through the touch of your
fingers easily. Besides, our LCD Touch Monitor is equipped with the latest optical touch
panel technology and it comes with High Definition Resolution (1920 X 1080), quick
response time as well as top range of brightness and contrast ratio. Doubtless to say, our
LCD Touch TV is an ideal solution that replaces your traditional computer monitors. It
comes along with various dimensions, from 32” to 65” and it combines features of an
interactive whiteboard and a projector. With the help of our LCD Touch TV, we believe
that your presentation will become more interactive and effective.

Interactive Table
Interactive Table is a combination of a LCD Touch TV and a
Personal Computer and it is designed to operate different
applications on the table top. Sizes are available in 42” & 55”
or it can be tailored-made to suit individual needs or preferences. With its high angle view and quick response time, our
Interactive Table is certainly one of the hottest interactive
devices in the market and it is suitable for any occasion that
requires a flat top usage.

BoardWiz Portable
BoardWiz Portable is a light and handy mobile interactive device which can transform a
traditional whiteboard into an interactive whiteboard in the most economical way. It
makes use of the latest Infrared and Ultrasonic technology and it is as simple as plug and
play. Simply place it on a flat surface, you can get a projection screen up to 120” and it also
supports multi-operational system, including Windows 7, Vista, XP, Linux & Mac.

Latest Promotion
Please note that our 30% off promotion on XPRESS Audience Responses System is still
valid until the end of 2012. For further information, please contact our sales team at
sales@suntechgroup.com. Don’t miss out on this great opportunity!

